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The secret life of a 
serotine 

The story so far: We had very few 

sightings of serotines in the 

county. In 2007 Dean Alexander 

carried out car transects across 

Bedfordshire and got some 

recordings. In 2008 Tony Aldhous 

and Bob Cornes mist netted three 

on John O'Gaunt golf course golf 

course and radio tagged one. The 

little toe rag groomed the tag off 

on the first night. Luckily for us 

this was just outside her roost 

(see newsletter October 2008 or 

read the article online on the 

website). Earlier this year we 

returned to the  roost  as part of 

the National Bat Monitoring 

programme and counted eight bats 

out rather than the twelve we 

counted the previous year.  Now 

read on . . .  

 
The plan had always been to try to 

get another tag on and when Simon 

Pidgeon let on he had a fortnight off 

work and a willingness to do some 

intensive bat research, Bob’s eyes lit 

up and a plan was hatched. 

7th August 2009  

Audrey and Brian, the roost owners, 

had invited a neighbour and her son 

to watch the antics and we settled 

down to wait. Simon was given the 

dubious honour of being hand net 

holder as he is tall, young and fit and 

the net was on an arm achingly long 

pole. 

 

For a while all the bat detectors 

detected was an irritatingly 

persistent bush cricket and an early 

evening pipistrelle or two 

The audience waited patiently. Then 

we heard the characteristic bickering 

of the pre emergent serotines. It may 

well be they were discussing the 

presence of a large net in front of 

their emergence point, for they took 

their time in emerging – but 

eventually one did and the hand net 

was taken down and a bat removed. 

It was a serotine – a lactating female.  

The Tag Team donned their Very 

Thickest Gloves as serotines are 

notorious for sinking their teeth into 

people who mess with them – often 

pausing just long enough to lull their 

victims into a false sense of security. 

But after an initial touch of the 

Grumps this bat just sat regally in the 

hand, like the Queen in a State Coach 

waving benignly to her subjects. To 

minimise the chance of her grooming 

the tag off this time, Bob trimmed a 

bit of fur from between her shoulder 

blades and he and Tony made very 

certain that there was there was an 

optimum dab of glue and then we 

waited for the glue to set.  

 

 
 

There was speculation as to how 

long the tag would last as it was one 

we bought two years ago and they 

do tend to degenerate over time. 

 

She was so relaxed that this gave us a 

chance for us to show Brian and 

Audrey the bat at close quarters 

Then it was time to set her free. She 

spent several minutes circling over 

the garden, closely watched by 

young Charlie who had much 

sharper eyes than the rest of us. 

 

 
 

Then the game was afoot. Simon 

Tony and Soggy soon found her (Bob 

and Jude went in the wrong direction 

altogether). She continued to be 

mightily co-operative as we were 

able to track her for an hour from the 

same lay-by. We gave a couple of late 

night dog walkers a turn and 

remembered that we really need to 

get a police incident number for 

when we are reported for Loitering 

Suspiciously.

 
Soggy  radiotracking the serotine 

8th August 

Bob and Simon continued their 

pursuit. Tony was leading a walk at 

the Lodge at Sandy and w the bat 

headed that way, 35 bat walkers had 

the additional bonus of being able to 

listen to the sound of a tagged bat 

flying over head. 

9th August. The first of a series of 

bizarre twists 

 
To add to the excitement Simon rang 

to say he had broken his toe,  and 

couldn’t come out to play so Bob 

rang Jay and Andy Whiting and gave 

them a crash course in radiotracking. 

This meant they could cover 

Monday’s tracking. They were given 
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and a comprehensive demonstration 

of how elusive a tagged bat could be 

as she headed off to pastures new, 

which prepared them for joys to 

come. The bat caught on to the fact 

that it is fun to be audible at a spot 

where there is nowhere to pull over 

to get a bearing.  

10th August In the event the Whitings 

were joined by Peter Stronach who 

drove over from Oxford. Between 

them they managed to get some 

excellent information given she was 

all over the place again Jay likened 

the process to a blind date as they 

has not met previously Peter and 

exchanged ever more bizarre texts 

with him until finally meeting up in 

lay by. She also got talking to a 

farmer who said he often saw large 

bats flying over his land. The bat 

spent a lot of time in the Judith 

Gardens area and suspicion was 

falling on the Manor House as a 

hanging up spot.  

11th August: A twist in the tail 

Richard Lawrence, Peter Stronach 

and Tony Aldhous tracked the bat 

until midnight. This was easy for 

Tony who was able to do this from 

his garden as the bat fed nearby .He 

was rewarded by the sight of our bat 

flying over a field with another 

serotine. Peter gave the farmer a 

leaflet on serotines. Bob was joined 

by arch tracker Andy Thorpe who 

lives nearby. Thinking that they were 

on a winner, they stayed with her 

until 5am. At this point Bob felt had 

had a good handle on her 

movements and speculated that we 

would not find much more. The bat 

was to prove him wrong. 

12th August 

Andy and Bob returned somewhat 

blearily with the intention of trying 

to clarify the route the bat took from 

the roost to the Judith Garden area. 

They were due to be joined by fire 

fighters Jay and Andy and, wittily, it 

was decided to get them to stake out 

the fire station.  Unfortunately Jay 

got delayed on the way back from 

London so that bit of poetic justice 

fell flat. Bob and Andy stationed 

themselves there instead, but it 

rained so heavily that the tracking 

was abandoned after less than an 

hour, when it became apparent that 

she was not heading anywhere new 

and Bob and Andy got some well 

needed sleep. 

By now it had been realised that this 

bat  wasn’t following the published 

research which said that serotines 

return to their home roosts at some 

point during the night and had thus 

far seemed undaunted by rain which  

everyone knows puts them off flying. 

13th August 

With Bob and Simon leading a walk 

in Ampthill Park, the baton was 

passed to Kelly Robinson and Chris 

who joined Andy Thorpe, and Tony 

who was by now absolutely 

determined to work out, precisely 

were the bat was going when it flew 

over his garden. After spending 2½ 

hours on RSPB land she headed back 

to Potton. The mystery was no closer 

to being solved. 

 

 14th August 

Tony tracked on his own tonight and 

as though to reward him for his 

persistence, the bat headed off to cow 

pastures new – onto Biggleswade 

Common and then towards 

Woodbury Park – which, horror of 

horrors, is in Cambridge. Tony 

thought she hung up in a house 

there. Was this why she didn’t go 

back to the main roost – had she got 

a second home (and was she 

claiming expenses for it)? Curiouser 

and curiouser. Meanwhile Simon 

Pidgeon was breaking his toe again 

(see page 9) 

 

15th August A twist of the knife 

Bob and Jude were in Sandy on 

Saturday night, dining with the 

Niemann’s (who ran the Pip survey 

for years). Being well mannered we 

did not turn up with a receiver and 

insist on eating in the garden, but we 

did wonder what was happening. 

We were on the verge of leaving 

when we got a text from Tony. The 

bat had hung up in a house again – 

but a different one this time. It was at 

this moment that you had to wonder 

if there was a Celestial Scriptwriter at 

work, for this was not in the Manor 

House after all, but was a house in 

Judith Gardens (Tony lives in Judith 

Gardens). 

16th August. Exhausted by too many 

late nights, the Bat Group admitted 

defeat and gave the bat a night off. 

 

17th August Somewhat refreshed, 

Tony headed off to lead a walk at the 

golf course, while Andy, Jude and 

Bob were back in the driving seat. 

But alas the bat knew that Martin 

was due to come out on the 18th, and, 

(I would like to think) with a slow 

smile on her face gently removed the 

tag – or maybe she decided to stay in 

and watch the telly. Whatever the 

reason the tag did not leave the roost, 

and the next day the tag was silent...  

Now how’s that for a cliff-hanger? 

 

With many thanks to the tracking 

team: 
Andy Thorpe, Bob Cornes, Chris Lloyd, Claara 

Pidgeon + Bump. Jay and Andy Whiting, Jude 

Hirstwood, Kelly Robinson, Peter Stronach, 

Richard Lawrence, Simon Pidgeon, Soggy 

Sabiniarz, Tony Aldhous  

 

A full report on the results of this 

Radiotagging will be in the 2009 

Annual Report. 

 

The next stage will be to try and tag a 

bat from the Potton house roost  next 

Spring as serotines are known for 

changing their diet with the season 

and we think it would be interested 

to see what effect this as on their 

foraging. We would welcome any 

help you can offer. 

 

 
 


